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A Hosted VPN Solution
NixVPN allows you to log into your office network from anywhere in the
world. It includes all the features you would expect from an enterprise
Virtual Private Network (VPN) without being complicated.

Instant Access from any Internet Connection
NixVPN leverages on the Internet and uses the highly mature SSL/TLS
protocol to establish a safe and secure tunnel back to your office.
Within a few clicks, you can access files, email, and network
applications as if you were directly connected to your network.
With NixVPN, access to your office network is available securely from
any Internet connection!
Key Benefits
✔ Employees stay productive from anywhere
✔ Secure 128/256 bit encryption over all data transfer
✔ Access everything as if you are plugged into the office network
✔ Enable client-to-site and site-to-site access using the same solution

No Hardware Required
* Secure, hardware-free VPN solution
* No hardware cost
* Reduces complexity of setting up a new device
* Works with your current computer and/or server
* Does NOT require any static public IP address

Simple Setup
* Simple GUI installation
* Up and running in minutes
* Deploy new sites and setup users without hassle
* Setup can be completed by users and administrators alike

Uncompromising Security
* NixVPN has been built from scratch with security in mind
* Does NOT require opening of any incoming ports on your firewall
* Uses OpenSSL encryption, authentication, and certification
* All VPN traffic is encrypted using 128/256 bit encryption over SSL

Unsurpassed Ability
* Able to tunnel any IP subnetwork over a single UDP or TCP port
* Able to tunnel networks through connection-oriented stateful firewalls
* Does not require use of explicit firewall rules
* Uses sophisticated and intelligent compression algorithms
* Works on all major operating systems i.e. Linux, Windows 2000/XP
and higher, OpenBSD, FreeBSD, NetBSD, Mac OS X, and Solaris
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Traditional Access
✗

Unsecured access

✗

Requires server with static public IP address

✗

Requires firewall setup

NixVPN
A Hosted VPN Solution
✔ Secure 128/256 bit encryption
✔ Does NOT require any static public IP address
✔ Does NOT require any purchase of hardware
✔ Does NOT require firewall setup
✔ Simple GUI installation
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